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Nation
Update
Reagan in China
President Reagan spent his
day in China yesterday mainly
•c•t•u...5 celebrations marking his
though he will have one
policy session with Chinese·
as he begins his "long
for peace."
After his 1:05 a.m. landing,
traveled by motorcade to
ve welcoming gala in a
outside the Great Hall of
People, where he later attended
dinner given by President Li

\Viii

Kennedy dead
Officials are "looking for
- but haven' t ruled out
or accidental death - as
search for the cause of death
vid A. Kennedy, 28, the
- ..•.rrnn1med son of the late Sen.
F. Kennedy.
KeJtlm:ay was found dead on
e<lnesd~t"Y. Medical tests wiU take
to eight days, minimum,"
investigator Rick Black of the
Beach County medical
office. who said that
_,,..,....., have ruled out suicide.

Libyans in their besieged
embassy said they were
to evacuate by Sunday,
aeaam1e set byBritain when it
diplomatic relations with the
African nation.
It was not clear exactly when
estimated 20 to 30 Libyans
leave the embassy. A man
ng
the
embassy's
,
as ked
by
the
P ress whether they
depart by the Sunday midexpulsion deadline, replied,
. .1 don't know exactly (when)
because we haven't arranged

•
•

Press Association, Britain's
.-nestic news agency, quoted a
spokesman in the embassy
as saying, "We will go on
day, on the Sunday, in the
. '' The spokesman,
by telephone, declined to
identified.
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A New York university
rating of Stockton as
least desirable city in the
has prompted cries of "unfrom community leaders.
The controversial assessment
made by Robert M. Pier~e of
State University of New York
Cortland in widely publicized
he presented to the
of
American
meeting
in
-•uu1wun. D.C. Tuesday.
rated the Stockton
area, which for
IPilSllrl'll purposes includes all of
Joaquin County, in 272nd
among the top 276
F""0£10lit<>n areas in the country·

r.•••~::~l;or·s

virus found

•

at the National Inof Health, which is part of
• and other institutions alsc.
announcing that they have
a system to routinely u ........... .
the elusive virus, a major
future research.

Boardman
By Kristin Roncarati
News Editor

. Gregory E. Boardman was appomted to the position Director of
Special Student Life Programs by
Vice President of Student Life J~dith
~- Chambers, early yesterday mormng.
. Boardman, who 'is presently
duector of_ Fraternity Programs, will
be responsible in his new position for
advising Greek groups, direGting
Parent Organization, coordinating
Student Exit Interviews, directing the
university's Student Enabling Services, advising Honor Societies, in
addition to the general responsibilities within the Office of Student
Life. He spoke on his new position,
"I am real excited about staying on
here at Pacific. It's an opportunity to
give us myself to the university.''

as Student Life Director

Vice President Chambers feels
that Boardman's expanded responsibilities will "provide an even better
opportunity for Greg to make an excellent contribution to the Division of
Student Life and the University as a
wh~le. I feel that having one person
adv1se the Greek groups will result in
stronger programming, better coordination, stronger leadership
development in the Greeks, and I
think it will help in the consistency in
achieving and defining their roles on
campus."
Boardman has been a member of
the Student Life staff since 1980 when
he began his responsibilities as director of Fraternity Programs. He has
served as the assistant to the vice
president for Student Life since 1983,
and also a member of the Drug and
Alcohol Awareness Task Force here
at the university for which he atten-

ded a conference tilted "Greeks and
Alcohol: Approaches to Responsible
Drinking" in October of '82.
Receiving his B.A. from the
University of Vermont in Mass
Communications in 1979, Boardman

Staff Writer

Differences between the UOP
regents, administrators and faculty
surfaced this past year. Some were
eliminated. Others remain.
"We've shown throughout the
academic year that the Academic
Council is not a ceremonial group but
that it actively represents the proper
concerns of the faculty and to a large
extel:lt-ofthe students," said Dr. John
D. Smith, Academic Council chair.
Smith, a professor in the COP
English department, spoke of the accomplishments and setbacks the
council anq he experienced this past
academic year.
•'In many ways it has been a oneissue year," said Smith. He said the
faculty representative body, since the
beginning of the academic ycat , has
expressed its concern to have the entire University community involved in

the selection process for an academic
vice president, the chief academic officer for the University.
This concern arose last fall when
the President appointed an acting
academic vice-president and expressed his intention to make the appointment permanent without prior
faculty consultation. The council
then requested a national search be
conducted for the position but the
UOP President and the Board of
Regenti responded that. a search was
unnecessary.
This response upsel the faculty
community enough to conduct.a vote
of "no-confidence" in the President
last December. The voting event itself
angered the UOP Dental and Law
Schools and many regents. The search
never was conducted and the
regents approved the v1ce presidential
appointment in January.
Smith said the selection process

graduated from Pennsylvania State
University in 1982 with an M.Ed. in
Counselor Education, Student Personnel Option.
The new director is also a member of several professional
organizations and honor societies
which include: Association of Fraternity Advisors, California Association
of College and University Housing
Officers, National Association of

Student Personnel Administrators,
Outstanding Young Men of America,
(1980, 1981) and Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges ( 1979).
"I would like to thank all those
who have given me support in the
past four years and especially in the
past few weeks," Boardman concluded.

Teachers to take leave
By Kiku Lani Iwata

time basis.
"As far as acquiring replacements
for people who will be on annual
Academic Vice President Oscar leave, we've been able to get excellent
T. Jarvis said 44 tenured faculty are replacements in the past. In terms of
projected to take professional part-time instructors, the quality and
development leaves during the 1984- expertise of those selected previously
1985 year. He also said this year four have been quite acceptable," said
faculty members have retired and Jarvis .
seven have resigned from the UniverJarvis said the retiring faculty
sity. These members are from the members are: William P. Bacon and
Stockton campus colleges and schools Juanita Curtis, Professors of the
and the I. Martin Library.
School of Education: Earl J. WashJarvis said the number of leaves burn, Professor, COP Art Departare comparable to those of previous ment; and James Perrin, Associate
years.
Professor, I. Martin Library. Jarvis
Nineteen of the 44 leaves are for said most of these positions will be
the fall semester; 16 for the spring; filled through searches.
and nine remain undeclared; also an
He added that the University has
additional six professors will each a fairly young faculty. He referred to
take a one-year leave. Jarvis said the 1984 Annual Report of the
tenured faculty are entitled to a one- Academic Vice President to the
semester developmental leave every Faculty and cited 46 years for the
five years and such leaves are median age of the 1983-84 UOP
beneficial to these professors and the faculty .
University.
Jarvis said the faculty members
Jarvis said usually the faculty on who resigned this year are: Dave P.
one-year leaves are replaced by Lipson and Peter Lasell, School of
professionals who hold doctoral Pharmacy; Fred Cleveland, School of
degrees. The University announces Engineering; Ruth L. Wang and
the job opening in the Chronicle of Peter Kenyon, School of Business
Higher Education or leading journals and Public Administration; Roger
of the field to which the position per- Reimer, School of Education and
tains. Jarvis said usually the one- Lynda Oldenburg, College of the
semester leaves are filled by the ap- Pacific. Jarvis said these resignations
propriate departments which contact have occurred for professional and
practicing professionals or prac- personal reasons and replacement
titioners within the Stockton vicinity searches for these positions have been
who are qualified to teach on a part- authorized.
Staff Writer

Issues surround Academic Council
By Kiku Lani Iwata

April27, 1984

by the President and the regents has
caused the council, for the majority
of the year, to address that process
and consequently the many issues
which arose from such discussion.
The Executive Board of the
council addressed these issues in its
40-page recommendatory document
it drafted to improve the academic
quality at the University. The Board
presented the document to the
Academic Affairs Committee of the
Board--of Regents-in March.
Faculty have witnessed important developments from three
problem areas which the document
addressed. The administration had
begun work with faculty to study
faculty renewal, admission standards
and faculty committee service. Smith
said the council will express at its May
10 meeting its appreciation to the
President for commencing these
(continued on page 3, column 3)

The Rush/Band Frolic Committee decides,schedule for next year
By Hilary Canty
Assistant News Editor

Friday, April 20, the Rush/Band
Frolic Committee met for the second
time to discuss the setting of dates for
Band Frolic and fraternity and
sorority rush.
At this meeting it was decided
that Band Frolic will be held on
February 22 and 23, which is around
the same time it was held this year.
Sorority rush will begin on January
19 or 20 setting it a week earlier than
it was this year. Fraternity rush will
commence on February 25, the week
following Band Frolic, placing it a~
proximately one week later than 1t
was this year.
This committee was formed due
to the scheduling problems associated
with this year's calendar; best
illustrated through the Delta Delta
Delta, Kappa Alpha '!~eta, and
Alpha Chi Omega soron~1es refusal
to participate in Band Frobc.
The scheduling problems arose
from a combination of the .a~se!lce of
Winter Term and the P9SltiOnm~ of
sorority rush and spring bre~k. The
dates for this year's soronty rush
were basically the same as they w~re
last year, the only difference ~emg
that this year there was no. ~~~ter
Term. This placed the sorontles m a
position of having about four and a
half weeks in which to r~sh, pledge,
and prepare for Band Frohc.
The fraternities also. had
problems, with their rush startmg ~he
week before Band Frolic, and havmg
spring break come in the middle of it.
At the beginning of the semes~er the
fraternities talked about ha~mg ~n
earlier Band Frolic, to make It east~r
on them, but the sororitie~ turned th!s
proposal down because lt wouldn t
.ve them enough time to prepare
for it.
However' tJlfee out of
the four sororities dropped out of
Band Frolic.
In an interview, Greg Boardma~,
Director of Fraternity Program~, sru~
"When the sororities droppe 0 ? •
the fraternities felt like t~ey should ve
moved it (Band Frohc) anyway,

because the sororities didn't participate. "
According to a member of Archania, "I was really disappointed to
see the sororities take the easy way
out, but what can you expect?"
"It was horrible, an absolute
mess. ·" is how Cyndi Privett,
President of Delta Delta Delta
sorority, described the situation. Su~
Jansen, President of Alpha Ch1

Omega sorority, said, "There's no
way we could ever ~o through that
again; the way things have been just
doesn't work."
During an interview, Daniel
Ijams, Chairman of Band Frolic,
Cltscussed the effects the absence of
the sororities had on Band Frolic.
"People asked about the sororities.
Of course, I think that was the main
disappointment, otherwise people

were just as happy to go home earlier
than usual.
With the problems this year's
calendar has created, several peoplt:
have wondered why these problems
weren't seen ahead of time. Vicki
Purslow, Rush Chairman for Alpha
Chi Omega, commented, "It was just
an oversight. I don't think they'd
ever let something like that happen
.again."

"I don't think anyone thought
about it," said Dan ljams. Catherine
Davis, Associate Dean of Students,
said, "I suspect that when the calendar was set up for the spring
semester, there were a lot of
requirements that weren't even taken
into consideration.''
At one point in time, the
suggestion of a deferred (Fall)
(continued to page 4, column 5)

Tri Delta is awarded the Greek Chapter of the Year
By Evelyn Macavinta
Staff Writer

The 2nd Annual Greek Awards
held on Tuesday, April 24, in

Greek Woman, Donna Del Rey.

the Regents Dining Room produced
three award winners, while an unexpected fourth award was also presented.
Donna Del Rey of Delta Gamma
was selected as Greek Woman of the
Year, Nestor Karas of Archania was
chosen as Greek Man of the Year,
and Delta Delta Delta was awarded
Greek Chapter of the Year. Catherine
Davis, Associate Dean of Students,
who will be retiring at the end of the
semester, received a special reward in
recognition of her 31 years of service
to the university community.
Greg Boardman, Director of
Fraternity Programs, who coordinated the event through the Office
of Student Life, said the purpose of
the annual banquet is "to recognize
all of the positive aspects of Greek
life -- too often we hear about the bad
things." Judith Chambers, Vice
President for Student Life, said "The
importance of the evening is to
recognize excellence within the Greek
system."
The winners were selected by a
screening committee chaired by Boardman and comppsed of Davis,
William Barr, Dean of Students, Dr.
Robert Dash, faculty representative,
Jennifer Thornhill, Panhellenic
Council President. Dan Angotti, Interfraternity Council (IFC) President,
and Bill Sharp, ASUOP representative.
The criteria for Greek
Woman/Man o( the Year are that_
nommees must be undergraduates of
junior standing or above, and must
be from those chapters which are

chartered members or associate
members of the Panhellenic Council
or IFC. Each chapter can nominate
only one member for the award, and
the chapter is also responsible for
writing a letter of recommendation
and providing the committee with the
supporting evidence of excellence in
the areas of academic studies, leadership, community and university service, and promotion of the Greek
system. The award is based on the individual's performan~e throughout
his/her college career and is not
necessarily based on this academic
year alone. An interview with the
selection committee is the final step in
for Greek

Chapter of the Year uses the same
criteria, with the only exception being
an interview conducted with a group
of members from the chapter.
Chambers said, "One of the
things that impressed me when
listening to the report of the committee was that there were more houses
that participated this year than last
year. It was not an easy decision for
the awards committee."
Delta Delta Delta was selected in
part by their work with the Stockton
Children's Home, their Delta-toDelta Run, which raised money for
cancer research, and their house
(continued to page 7, column 5)

Chambers presents Nestor Karas with Greek Man of the Year Award.
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EDITORIAL
Pacific
Talks
By Kelly Olsen
Photos By Tim Sweeney
If you were to be reincarnated

what would you want to come
back as?

Stick Figure
Model
Art Department
In my first life I was a model
for GQ and now look at me. Next
time around I want to be an Archite.

.
Erica Warren
Freshman
SBPA
I really don't believe in reincarnation , but if I did I would
want to come back as a gift that
would make someone happy.

Suzanne Newbrough
Senior

ESL

I would want to be a pair of
running shoes so I could run
around and see a lot of different
places.

Fred Redman
Senior

SBPA
I would like to come back as a
four-year undergraduate instead of
a seven-year one.

It's all how they
print the page
What · should be the purpose of a college newspaper?
a. to inform students, faculty and administration of campus
related events.
b. to be utilized as a tool in the training of majors interested
in pursuing journalism careers.
c. both of the above.
On most college campuses, the school newspaper is used as
both a source of information for the college community, and an
on-the-job training center for students interested in pursuing
news related fields of study. This, unfortunately is not the case of
our "beloved" Pacifican.
My purpose in writing this editorial is not to attack my
fellow staff members, nor The Pacifican as a whole,
but rather to express my extreme frustration and disagreement
with the department of communication and the University for not
seeing the important relationship which should exist between a
print major and a college newspaper.
As both a print communications major, and a dedicated
member of The Pacifican staff, I find it very hard to believe that
the department does not have a vested interest in the success or
failure of The Pacifican. How can the department justify offering
a print major when it is fully aware that it has neither the
qualified staff members, course material or most importantly
that it fails to utilize The Pacifican as a framework in which to
educate its majors to deal with the management, editorial and
writing aspects of a newspaper publication? As a member of the
editorial staff, I find it appalling that out of the eight editorial
positions of the paper, only two of us are print majors. The other
six come from English, political science, broadcast and business
majors. I cannot understand how any member of the department
or the administration can attack the _quality of writing from the
Pacifican, when they must know that "quality writing comes
from qualified writers." Qualified journalism writing means
coursework in newswriting, newsediting, and a broad range of
courses offered through the General Education Program. What
can you expect to receive from students who have never heard of
a news lead, sources, the importance of journalism ethics, the
importance of accuracy in a news story, and the vital use of
something called a' "quote".
As news editor, I have been handed, on more than .one occasion, news stories without quotes from the involved parties. I
have also received stories with the writer's personal opinion scattered
throughout the story, which any journalism student knows does
not belong on the news page, but should be saved for the editorial
page.
I am fully aware that the credibility of The Pacifican with
members of the University community has been either temporarily or permanently damaged, due to some decisions made by
The Pacifican editorial staff this past semester. I am not supporting those decisions as being jus! or fair to the involved parties. I
am, however, reminding the University, that before passing judgement
on the quality of The Pacifican, they must remember that The
Pacifican is operated and run by students interested in working for,
or writing for, their college newspaper, without regard to any
requirements by the department of communication or the University, It is not run by qualified and trained print majors, who are
aware of the needed factors that contribute to a professionally
run newspaper. The Pacifican holds responsibility only to itself
in regards to its editorial and management decisions. It receives
supervision from one member of the communication department, whose role is to serve as an advisor to the staff,_not to be a
part of the decision making process.
In order for The Pacifican to succeed, and continue to exist,
it will need two areas of support: a working relationship with the
department of communication, and financial support from the
administration to purchase updated and proper machinery with
which to work. The Pacifican is Qresently staffed with a dying,
aged typesetter and two electric typewriters, only one of which
usually operates. Has anyone ever heard of a machine called a
Video Display Terminal? The VDT's are vi,tal to the print majors
of today in training them, so that upon graduation they will feel
comfortable and experienced in a real newsroom situation which
makes use of the VDT.
I will not be returning to the University next fall because I
have chosen to complete my journalism degree reqUirements m a
program which offers the necessary course material by qualified
faculty members, a structured advising program, and which
operates some type of a news publication where I will have the
opportunity to share my ideas and skills with students sharing
similar interests.
I would suggest that the department of communication
work on strengthening its relationship with the most important
tool in a college journalist's education, the newspaper. I feel that
a closer supervisory relationship between the department and The
Pacifican would both enhance the credibility of the department as
well as the credibility of The Pacifican.
-Kristin Roncarati

Letter of the week

Look forward to new Pacifican, new staff, and new
year. Happy Summer!

.

Editor:
Someday when people consider
drug use in a realistic manner it will
be legalized. The sign of a mature
person is being responsible for
his/her own behavior. Laws, police,
and jails will not stop drug use or
abuse.' The taxpayers of this country
pay an enormous amount of money
chasing drug suppliers and users and
jailing a few of them. The situation is
much the same as when there was
prohibition against the use of
alcohol. There was then and is now
involvement by vicious mobsters but
also much disdain and flaunting of
the laws by otherwise law abiding
citizens. The editorial made good sense.
Let's legalize recreational drug
use. Marijuana could be grown
legally, processed hygienically, and
sold under the same laws that apply
to selling cigarettes or alcohol. There
would probably be a warning label on
the marijuana as using it is a health
risk, but no more ·so than is using
tobacco, alcohol or overusing some
legal drugs. Users would face similar
penalties for abuse as those people do
now who drink too much and then try

to drive a car or work or study.
Other "harder drugs" might
have to be dispensed by a doctor's
prescription. Some mind-altering
drugs such as LSD or PCP might
have to be taken in controlled settings.
·
This legalization makes so much
sense why hasn't it been done before?
Simply because our political system
can not do it. Any politician who advocated this would be committing
political suicide. This would have to
be done by the same procedure used
to legalize state run lotteries which is
usually by the voters giving their approval in a referendum. This is an
election year why don't we have
a nationwide referendum on legalizing
recreational drug use? If it's not
feasible to do this nationwide perhaps
it could be done in some states.
If the voters in a state were given
the facts and not bamboozled by
scare tactics most would vote for
legalized drug use if not in 1984 then
someday. This would be. a way to
raise new tax revenues.
There would be two groups opposed to the referendum. One group

R ncaratl
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Homemaker cleans-up on drug ·

would be those who call rn ••,.......r·
the "moral majority." Imagine -.:A; 1 ~,r-w1 -~·
shock when they realize that the
century will be the 21st and not
19th. They wouldn't have
politician or political party they
blame for this referendum.
politicians are against drug use.
other group would be the
involved in drug distribution
Jose some of their livelihood.
The logical people to
referendum are college-age
as they have access
schools to the legal and
pertise needed. Students are,
ding to surveys, involved
recreational use of drugs but
risking their careers and
do so.
P .S. I'm not advocating drug
am a middle-aged hornerr1aker
has returned to graduate
don 't smojc~1 rare!}' drink, and
never used any illegal
writing this Jetter o several
sities because it makes sense to
do so.

The Pacifican advisor bids a warm
congratulations to successful staff
As the school year draws to a
close, The Pacifican once again closes
its doors. This time those doors are
being closed on a succe.ssful financial

cially stable. For - the first time
years, the paper will be in :
"black" due to the careful
of the editor in chief,
the managmg ei:iltor, Frank
and the business manager,
Butler. While the p<~per mm
looked like an "ad sheet," those
paid in revenues. The ad
also, must be saluted. This
The athletic program here at UOP has been under quite a bit of criticism
trend will continue under the
lately. The football team doesn't win and yet their budget is increased. The
ance of an excellent group of
basketball . team sets a record .for losing. Volleyball receives two more full editors.
scholarships, while the softball coach threatens to resign due to Jack of money.
Often, I hear about
Admidst all of the controversy and the dismal record, one must keep in "quality" of The Pacifican. Do
mind that above all, UOP's athletic program is an honest one. Lose though expect quality from persons
thev may, at least there is never a hint of scandal. I'm not sure how many other publish newsletters and only
schools, win or lose, can boast such a fact.
,
high school training? That has bed
. With ~uch athlet.ic s~andals a~ ~oston College's academic reputation the situation at The Pacifi(ill, 1
b~1ng. questlodnthed, di~m~esalrsity of Ilhnms under investigation for numerous
situation that may change with
VIO atlons, an
e snus of the USF basketball program to name a few
begins to wonder how far an institution will go in order to win.
' one
emphasis
on requirements
editorial positions.
Does the reputation of an institution not count for anything any more? Is
The past is behind The
money no object? Are athletes merely pawns in a game of business ~nd staff. A bright future lies
~oney? These are questions that need to, be e!'amined at many institutions want to salute those people whO
across the country, but not at UOP. Through It, all, the good and the baa
fiscal responsibility possible,
UOP has maintained a respectable integrity in education as well as athletics ' opened the doors for continued
Coll~ge athletics has becom~ on.e of the biggest bus~nesses today. Just how
provement--The Pacifican staff
far one will go fo~ the sake of ~mmng we are no~ begmning to see. As much especiallly Dan Sousa,
as people love a.wmn~r, I ask this: Would you rather see a winner wreaking of Reichert and Jim Butler.
scandal, or the mtegnty, of a program that loses, but does so honestly 'th
scandal attached.
Wl
no
-Durlynn Anema
-CathyLumb
year, as well as a time of build :n~
toward the future .
The students involved with The
Pacifican need to be congratulated
for making the publication finan-

No scandal here
1
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StalfWrlter

pacific Alumni Association held
luncheon in honor of 12
Graduating Seniors on
llllo~mt:)ua1 , April25. These students
selected for recognition by their
and dean of their respective
Kara Brewer, director of Alumni
parent Programs, welcomed and
uced those in attendance.
guests included President and
McCa ffrey , Vice Presidents
Chambers, Cliff Dochterman,
Winterberg and Oscar Jarvis,
Regent Ken Batey and various
noteworthy deans, directors,
faculty and Univerpersonn~l.

Followmg

lunch,

Alumni

Association President John Fruth .
t roduced the deans of the U~
sch?~ls, who in turn introduced the
recipient of the award from that
1
school Each stud t k
en ac now edged
h · ·
t .ethr awar~ and were then presented
Wit a certificate.
The three outstanding seniors
f
rom the College of the Pacific are·
Da~a Axelrod, drama and history
major,
humanities
De~orahforJ ·theGears,
liberaldivision·
studie~
~a~o! • for the behavioral sciences
dtvtston and Taryn N Yamane
c~emistry major, for the naturai
sciences division.
The outstanding seniors from the
McGeorge School of Law are Michael
F: Walther for the day division and
J~ll. ~· Demmell for the evening
dtVlSlOn.
The seven other outstanding

.
seniors are: Dr. Carey B. Noorda
from the School of Dentistry; Felicia
An~ Sandler, theory and composition
major' from the Conservatory of
Mus. ic; c.hristine Henry, an electrt'cal
engmeermg major • from the School
~~u;~.gineering; Marie Heinsen, acmg concentration, from the
School of Business and Public Ad-

studies.
Smith said the events last
semester hav~ resulted in a new phase
for !he Prestdent, the academic vice
prestdent, the regents and the council.
·:we now are moving into a constructtve phase of investigating problem
areas of the University and seeing

e Pacifican names new editors
By Kristin Roncarati
News Editor

Eleven

P ac i fica n

editorial

mem...,.,..v .. s for the 1984- 1985 producwere announced last week
r-in-Chief Tom Lima.
The following are the positions
their appointed editors: M ichael
, a COP freshman will be
editor; Laura Baird , a
omore E nglis h and pre-law
will be news ed itor; John Mck , a so ph omore E nglish

major will be assistant news editor·
Lisa Forrest, a sophomore communi:
cation majo~ will be the production
manager; Cyndi Privett, a COP
junior will be the editorial editor;
Rob Reed, a sophomore English
maj or will be sports editor, and Drew
Hagen will remain in his present
position as photography editor.
Hilary Canty, a junior business
major will become assistant business
manager. Jim Butler, presently
business manager, will remain in this
position for the first semester and

Canty will take over the position
second semester.
The f eat ure / ent ertainment
position presently run by one editor
will be changed to incorporate two
co-editors. Feature editor will be
Rosanne Brouette, a sop homore
communicatio n major , and Kira
Woodruff also a sophomore communication major, will be the entertainment editor.
Durlynn Anema will be returning
to the staff as faculty adviser.
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of your
Ice Cream, then Topping of your favorite
topped with syrup,
Ice CreaM, 1hen topped
Whip Cream Nuts or
with syrup, Whip Cream
Candies. & .a Marac:hino
Nuts or Candies & a
Cherry.
Marachino Cherry.

Cherry. ·. •

SBpalnl'tnOanlaaf
2 Scoops & Bananas o1 your
ta....~e tee Cream. then lopped
wrth syrup. Whip Cream Nul$ a
candits & a Marachir10 Clllrry.
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2 For $3.20

wh at soluti ons are realistically
possible."
Matters of governance, however,
and the need for a clearer delineation
of responsibilities between the faculty
and the administration have been
unresolved, Smith said. The question
remains whether or not the search
procedure f or the position of
academic vice president will be
regularized and incorporated in the
University Operations Manual. Also,
the faculty need for shared authority
in the decision-making processes of
the University remain unfulfilled.
Smith said that when the
Executive Board of the council met
with the University Executive Policy
Committee last week, the two bodies
met at an impasse when they
discussed the matter of shared
authority. Smith said every time the
faculty present this matter to regents
and administrators, the latter two
respond that final authority rests with
the regents and shared authority
suggests erosion of that power.
Smith said he has been
somewhat, but not entirely, successful in his primary role as a
mediator who attempted to work out
constructive solutions to various
issues and confrontations between
faculty, administrators and regents.
"If I had been more successful, 1

might have been able to persuade the
President to undertake a national
search for the academic vice
president, either early in the year or at
the time when we decided to take the
vote of 'no-confidence'," Smith
reflected.
"And if I had been more successful, I migh~ have made a stronger
point with the Academic Affairs
Committee of the Board of Regents.
I'm not sure they fully realize the
depth of the faculty concern," Smith
said.
Smith said the past year has not
been easy for him as chair due to the
constant tension he experienced "in
the middle." But he also said it has
been one of his most valuable years
because he has learned a great deal
more abou t University, his
colleagues, both administrative and
faculty, and about himself.
Smith said his term as chair ends
June 1. He will be on leave during the
fall semester and expects to be involved in committee work in governance when he returns spring
semester.
Dr. Sidney Turoff, a professor in
the School of Business and Public
Administration, will be the new chair
for the council. The council will select
its new chair-elect at its May 10
meeting.

2 For $3.70

"

2 For $4.00
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ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
If you want a challenging career, ev~r-i~creasing responsibility,
and the prestige of being a commissioned officer, then con·
sider the Air Force.
Engineers in today's Air Force receive these and many m~re
opportunities as leaders in aerospace technology. Along WI_th
an excellent starting salary, the Air Force offers many ?ene~ts
unequaled in private industry, such as 30 days of vacation With
pay and advanced degree programs.
.
Sound interesting? If you have or are about to receive your
engineering degree, why no~ check out the facts? Contact
your nearest Air Force recrUiter or call:
SSgt Wayne Mabry at (916)635·9818Collect
(lntere•ted Underda••men contact ROTC at (916) 454-7315)

SENIORS ARE INVITED TO:
MAKE YOUR SENIOR PLEDGE

Steven A. Kahn from the Department
of Psychology.
UOP students have received a
Ten University of the Pacii iC total of 46 awards from ARCS since
students have received a total of IIJ78 and this total is greater than any
$30,000 in scholarships from the Nor- other campus in the Norther n
thern California chapter o( the California region, according to UOP
Achievements Rewards for College President Stanley E. McCaffrey.
Other universities who won
Scientists (ARCS) Foundation.
UOP recipients of the $3,000 awards this year include Stanford
awards are: Lisa Bumanlag, Kenneth University, the University of Califor. N. Drew and David W. Maher from nia (UC) at Berkeley, UC San Franthe Department of Chemistry; Robert cisco. UC Davis, the University of
W. Hess, Patricia J. O'Brien, Gail E. San Francisco, University of Santa
Jones, Colette M. Lafleur, David A. Clara and San Jose State University.
Lippman and Scott M. Robenson
The ARCS Foundation, a nonfrom the School of Pharmacy and (continued on page 7 column 1)
Staff Writer

·
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pride in what you have demonstrated." He also commented that
these students represent "what it's all
about." McCaffrey considered this
occasion the "most meaningful,
rewarding and inspiring event of the
University year."

ARCS
honors st udent s
By Kiku Lani Iwata

ll"l"''l o; .,_.,.J- £:nt

. . __
__..,_ _

ministration; Deborah Ann Delzell.
international relations major, from
the Elbert Covell College; Lester E.
Bennett from the School of Pharmacy and P hyllis C. Stewart from the
School of Education.
President McCaffrey addressed
the recipients at the luncheon and
said, " I feel a tremendous sense of

Academ·lc Counc.ll ·Issues add~essed

(con~inuedjrom page/)

·

Pacific
Update
Feats of Strength
The members of Chi Alpha
will sponsor "Feats of .Strength"
today at noon in the U.C. Center
and tonight and Saturday at 7 p.m.
in the Main Gym. Admission is
free. Contact Chi Alpha for more
information.

StrawbetTy breakfast
The Anderson Y will sponsor
the 53rd Annual Strawberry
Breakfast from 8 a.m. to I p.m. on
Sunday, April 28, on the lawn adjacent to Anderson Hall. A silent
and regular auction are planned in
conjunction with the breakfast and
items to be sold include arts and
crafts. Prices for breakfast are
$3.50 for adults, $2.50 for students, and $2 for children. For more
information, call the Anderson Y.

Carwasb
Knolens Chapter of Mortar
Board Honor Society will sponsor
a car wash tomorrow, from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. behind the Conservatory Auditorium. Tickets are $2
and include a $2-off coupon for
any size Straw Hat pizza. For those
without tickets, the car wash is
$2.50 payable at the hose. For
more information, call Alan
Kneale at 473-7235 or 943-9257.

Cinco de Mayo
Program
The 5th Annual Cinco de
Mayo Program will feature a lecture by Stanford University Asst.
Provost Cecilia Burciega at the
WPC Allbright Auditorium on
Friday, May 4 at 7 p.m. The lecture, sponsored by CIPSA, SSP
and UPBEAT, is free to the
public. Reception will follow in the
Regents Dining Room. For more
information, call the Supportive
Services Office at 946-2439.

r-------~---------~

ITAKE A FiNALS BREAKI
I1

Any large Two Item

I
I
I
I
I

Pizza for $6.99
Goodat
March Ln. at 1-S
47S-9S84
Noi valid m combination wiih other of·
ters or delivery Lomot ona pozza per
order • cu111omer a Ia carte orders only.

------

BEFORE GRADUA~IN9
in the lobby of Burns Tower

THE SENIOR
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
SUNDAy, MAY 6, 1984

Receive a sketch especially created
for the 1984 seniors

PAIVA TE, LOW-COST STORAGE
1·99

PACIFIC CLUB ... 11:15 a.m.
$4.50 per persdn

Waterloo Rd.

Now Available
Special discount summer rat es
for students and st af f
STOCKTON
1919 Broadway

Reservations may be rna

de in the Alumni Office
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utstanding seniors an·nounced
BY Lynette Leinfelder

Pacifican

(209) 465· 7245
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Courageous students given awards
By Mary Calabro
and
Kristin Roncarati
Two members of Archania
Fraternity were presented special
awards bv the Deoartment of Public
Safety Wednesday.
The fraternity members were
given the awards based on their
assistance in the apprehension of a
suspect involved in a crime here on
campus.
Ren Nosky and Brad Caroline
were presented awards by Director of
Public Safety, Norm Askew. Jim
Ross and Brad Penfold, also honored,
were not present at the reception.
The members were honored for
their apprehension of Philip Antonio
Summers, 23, who was recently sentenced to a year in county jail for
stealing a car stereo from a vehicle
parked behind fraternity and sorority
circles October 28. Summers was also
placed on five years probation.

Campus police found four car
stereos inside the car driven by Summers in addition to 1S plastic radio
knobs, a radio foreplate, a screwdriver and pliers.
Also to receive awards from the
Department are 13 members from
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Mark Cabol,
Andrew Harvey, Toran Brown, Brad
King, Joe Taylor, Nils Erickson,
John Jepson, Brett Bacook, Peter
Janney, Mark Rogers, Craig Ozaki,
Greg Whoerle and Dan Brennen.
The fraternity members were involved in the apprehension of a male
who accosted a female victim on the
lawn between the Engineering
Building and Finance Center on April
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Norm Askew, Director of Public
Safety, and the Public Safety staff
greatly appreciate the bravery of the
fraternity members. However, they
discourage students from involving
themselves in the apprehension of

Ren Nosky and Brad Caroline are presented an award by Norm Askew.
crime suspects, "We discourage a
student from putting themselves in a

position to get hurt. We strongly
recommend a student call us first.''

Issues of the primaries discussed by faculty
By John McCormack
tarr Writer

A general debate was held on
Tuesday, April 17, discussing the
issues of the 19S4 primaries, and in
particular, the two front-running
democratic candidates, Walter Mondale and Gary Hart.
Dr. Jerry Briscoe, Dr. Wallace
Caldwell, Dr. Don Grubbs, and Dr.
Paul Hauben, all professors at UOP,
spoke for nearly two hours on the
candidat~. as well as on other important
topics concerning the upcoming
primaries and elections. Both Grubbs
and Caldwell spoke favorably of
Senator Gary Hart, while Hauben
and Briscoe supported Mondale,
although Hauben said very little
about either candidate.
First to speak was Caldwell who
used The New York Times and
national political polls as his sources,
alonl( with personal knowledge.

"Hart is the only rival democratic
candidate who has any chance against
Reagan in the fall," said Caldwell.
He commented that Mondale "has
simply not developed a rational
policy to lead this country." He went
on to say that Mondale has avoided
taking sides on such issues as
economy, strategic arms, national
trade policy, energy efficiency,
NATO, inflation, and Soviet/US
foreign policy.
Next to speak was Dr. Jerry
Briscoe, who fully supported Walter
Mondale. Briscoe praised Mondale
for his trustworthy impression, his
responsibility as an individual, his
experience as a leader, and his personal integrity. Said Briscoe, "Mondale is pretty hard-up on his personal
beliefs. He really isn't one to change
his mind."
Dr. Don Grubbs held the floor
next, reaffirming Caldwell's speech
while adding a few of his personal
beliefs to the discussion. "What we

need to be concerned with," started
Grubbs, "is the overwhelming practicality of the fact that Hart can beat
Reagan, and Mondale can't." Grubbs
continued by saying that it is
"image and television" that win elections, and that independent voters
respond to "new ideas", but only if
they are not radical, and "Hart's new
ideas are never radical."
Dr. Hauben spoke very little of
either Mondale or Hart, but rather
discussed President Ronald Reagan,
and the downfall of labor unions.
"Ronald Reagan doesn't stand for
anything but a special interest of the
upper segment of this society, and he
has brought the worst kind of
business lack of ethics into government," commented Hauben. "If
Nixon's people were corrupt over
power, which they were, then
Reagan's people are corrupt over
greed. It's a toss-up."
After the meeting concluded,
Briscoe and Caldwell were questioned

JALTECH-~~
INDUSTRIAL/CULTURE SEMINAR
14 DAYS
JAPAN/HONG KONG/CHINA

about UOP students, and their
awareness to the issues. Both agreed
that students, and in general, students
of the SO's, are not very aware of the
issues, although they do realize that
there is an upcoming primary in the
state of California.
"Students of the SO's are
apathetic about politics, and
generally are personalized in political
decisions," Caldwell said. He also
said that students want "immediate
personal gratification'' in the
material sense. "This generation of
students is geared to the personal
gratifications that they consider the
good life. Students don't like to be
unsettled, and political issues and
decisions are unsettling," he concluded.
Briscoe, for the most part,
agreed with Caldwell, and said he sees
a decline in political idealism. Students of the SO's are ''privately oriented''
he said, and are out to "get a job and
get good marks."

Introducing SoftcolorS.MSoft Contact Lenses InCdn
What you can't see here, we'll show you in our
office. In green, aqua, blue and amber. The
facts about Softcolors are here in black and white,
but to really appreciate them, come into our office
and see them in beautiful color. Softcolors not only
correct your vision, they enhance the color of your
eyes-making them brighter, more attractive.
Softcolors are tinted in the natural, iris-enhancing
colors of green, aqua, blue and amber, yet what
you see is bright and clear. Call today for an appointment to see Softcolors, for the eyes you wish
you'd been born with.

SOFTCOLORSTM
(tefilcon)
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William D. Whitted, O.D.
1036 W . ROBINHOOD DR.
SUITE 105
STOCKTON. CA 95207
( 2091 951-3693

TICKETS AVAILABLE
University Box Office
Merle Haggard Concert
Oakwood Lake
Saturday May 5th 8 p.m.
Tickets $12.50

YEARBOOK
DISTRIBUTION
UC Theater

• ECONOMIC SEMINAR

10am-5pm

Conducted by Japan External Trade Organization
Japan Productivity Center

JAPAN'S ECONOMIC POLICY
SHOSHA'S ROLE AND ITS MULTI-NATIONAL
OPERATION
JAPAN'S INTERNATIONAL MONETARY POLICY
MaJor Factory Visits with Lecture/Question and Answer
CANON/NEG/NIPPON STEEL/NISSAN/TOYOTA/
SANYO/SONY

,--

~
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• CULTURE SEMINAR
HONG KONG
Its H1story and Visit to Art Craft Factory. etc.
KYOTOIts H1story and Vis1t to Yuzen Kimono Dying
Factory and Kiyomizu China Factory. etc.
$1696.00 PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY, JAL FLIGHT AND FIRST
CLASS HTL INCLUDED FOR FOLLOWING DEPARTURE
SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTURE
LOS ANGELES DEPARTURE

JUN. 18
JUN. 11/25

JUL. 02/16
JUL. 09/23

BROCHURE AND INFORMATION ABOUT INDUSTRIAL/CULTURE
SEMINAR
CALIFORNIA 800-252-4602/NATIONAL 80Q-221-1081 I
SAN FRANCISCO 415-397-9164

PACIFICO CREATIVE SERVICE, INC.
150 Powell Street, Suite 304
San Francisco, CA 94102

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiORGANIZED BY JAPAN AIR LINES CO., L TO.
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thru Fri., May 4
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'~Pa~~de~up~~!.~~~~g cards' by a Stocktonite
Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered what
f
Ou Could give a riend just to tell him
Y
is
special
to you, without
he
that

having to spend a large amount of
rooney? Well, Stockton's own Royal
Wasson has an answer for you. He
bas started what he has called his
••expanded greeting cards" here in
Stockton, and they are catching on
· dl
quite rap! Y•
·
Not long ago, Royal Wasson

~o.oklets of friendship called My
fl~nd, My love. He mailed these 20

COpies to various friends free of
charge H
publ' ·h. e sent some other 'cop'Ies to
1
• s mg companies, but had
nothmg result from them but a "good
luck." Many of the friends to whom
he se~t the booklets contacted Royal
wantmg to know where they could
purchase the gifts of f · d h'
Royal of course h d
'dnenh s ~~.
•
• a no 1 ea t at his
.
1Ittle
booklets would cat h
had 100 more printed ~ ond so he

them to various local bookstores for
them to put out on consignment.
Not long after, the bookstores
were calling Royal k'
f
.
as mg
h1s books saY!·
th
th or more of
'
ng at ey had sold
out of them. So, Royal had more of
the. booklets printed up which he
agam sent to the local bookstores. At
the present time, there have been 500
copies of My Friend, My Love sold
throughout local businesses.
Just
tl
.
.
recen Y• a second fnendship booklet entitled I Like You has
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different than most bands, though.
They play a kind of "electronic
~eavy-m~tal." In· every song, the
hstener fmds Geddy Lee's articulate
combination of bass, synthesizers
and high-pitched vocals combined
with Nei Peart's unique and complicated drums and Alex Lifesbn's artistic guitars. It is this combination
along with the band's educated and
well-thought lyrics that have made
their style of music a success. It is a
kind of hard-driving, energetic, yet
pleasant rock & roll.
While the
albums are so interesting to listen to
over and over, it is also in concerts
that this band performs, as well as 'in
Under Pressure
vinyl. They use intricate light shows
Poly Gram
·•~•·
and complicated laser systems to give
There have only been a handful
the audience an effect that is unforgetof Canadian bands that have been a able.
·
success in the U.S., for a long period
The latest album by Rush is
of time. It has been only in the called Grace Under Pressure. This
righties that the numbers have inalbum, it seems, is marked by a few
One of the older, more sue- • changes. It is the first album put out
Canadian acts is Rush. This
by Rush that is not produced bv Terrv
from Toronto has been together
Brown, having picked Peter Hendermore than a decade, and they
son instead.
Unfortunately, thts
been putting out successful
change shows in the music. There is,
ever since.
among other things, an increase in the
of music is slightly
use of synthesizers to the extent that
now Lee and Lifeson share duties
playing the instrument. Also, the
back cover of the album shows a
complete change in the members'
TICKETS AVAILABLE
appearance.
They seem to have
University Box Office
traded their famous shoulder length
hair look for a more clean cut, short
Merle Haggard Concert
haired one. Als9, the execution .of the
Oakwood Lake
music is less complex, and the lyrics
Saturday May 5th 8 p.m.
are not impressive. It would a~ear
as if the oand decicfed to put out a
Tickets $12.50
"quickie album" to see if it would be
as successful as their earlier, more

A_ey~
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1

ater

m-5pm
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businesses in and around the areas of
Lodi, Stockton, and Modesto. It is on
the same order of Royal's first
publication.
Although presently
there are only three cities where one
can find the booklets, there are plans
_for expansion into Walnut Creek and
Concord, in the Bay Area.
The little books say many things
that people have trouble saying to
another person. The words of love
and friendship are not overly flowery
or grandiloquent, but they come

~~~s!n~ ~~ry~o~~~~~~n~:t~;;~

denotes these strong feelings:
"Without a doubt, this will be
the firmest of foundations,
On which we can build and grow
together."

complete efforts.
Grace Under Pressure starts out
wit~ a couple of catchy songs, which ·
remmd the listener of the old Rush.
The first song, called "Distant Early
Warning," is by far the best song on
the album. This is proven by the
amount of air play the song has been
An international songwriters
getting lately. The next two songs,
competition
to
benefit
the
Songwriters Hall of Fame Museum
"After Image" and "Red Sector A,"
also get close to the old style of the
has been announced by The National
band's music, but are not as good in
Academy of Popular Music.
quality as the fust one. The five
A Grand Prize of $25,000 will be
remaining songs on this album seem
given to the writer of the best lyrics to
to be clones of the others, with
the new instrumental "Nora's
repetitious lyrics and a boring beat.
Tune." The winner of the comHaving come out following such
petition, in addition to the $25,000
great Rush albums as Moving Picprize, will have the winning lyrics
tures and Signals, Grace Under
recorded by Nora and published by
Pressure does not measure up in
The New York' Music Company and
musical quality compared to the
will also be flown to New York City
previous albums. Also, it seems that
to receive the Grand Prize in a special
the changes that occured on this
.ceremony in his/her honor at The
albums were to the band's disadvanSongwriters Hall of Fame Awards
tage. It is true that the band spends
Dinner and Induction ceremony,
most of the year touring, so it is dif- · where songwriters of the world will be
ficult to record an album in the short
in attendance . "Nora's Tune" appears on the debut album, "Foreign
time that they have. They have,
Legions," to be released by The New
however, not had any trouble with
this before. Maybe the problem lies,
York Music Company, with music by
as mentioned l;>efore, in the fact that composer-songwriter Nora. Nora has
there have been changes that perhaps composed some 50 produced songs,
including the ten which she sings on
have not necessarily worked for the
her debut album.
band. Or maybe, the band wants to
The competition judges will be
change its image and become more
commercial. Or perhaps Grace Un- lyricist Sammy Cahn, president of the
Songwriters Hall of Fame; Paul
der Pressure shoulct have been
Anka; Neil Sedaka; composer Jule
retitled "Rush Under Pressure,"
Styne; lyricists Mitchell Parish and
because it seems that the band should
Bobby Weinstein; and Sid Bernstein,
have spent more time working on this
manager and promoter.
album to make it another Rush
Proceeds received by the Hall of
cThssic.(courtesy of Tower Records)
Fame from the competition will be
Christian Parks used to acquire a building for the

LOAN STORE

REFRIGERATOR
RETURNS

Return ·your refrigerators Sunday, May 6, to th:
UC atio between 9:00a.m. and 1 :00 P:m. an
youpwill receive all of your $25.00 depos~t back.
All late returns please submit at the Loan tore.
Monday between 12-2 pm $15 deposi~ return
Tuesday between 9-11 am $1 0 deposit r~turn
Wednesday between 1 0-12 pm $5 deposit return

MAKE SURE ALL YOUR GOODIES
ARE OUT OF THE REFRIGERATORS
AND THEY ARE CLEAN AND DRY

Besides the books here in Northern California, Royal has shipped a
book to Czechoslovakia and sent five
of the booklets to Russia. However,
Royal says that he is not attempting
to tlenote world peace with his
booklets, but he is trying to show the
importance of friendship in all
relationships.
Royal Wasson has also started
his own publishing company, entitled
"Purr-feet Productions." The logo is
a large black cat paw with the title of
the company surrounding it.
When asked if there was a moral
of some kind behind his booklets,
Royal replied, "No, it is merely just
an expression of love through friendship."

Academy looks for words
Songwriters Hall of Fame Museum,
to be located in New York City.
"We think this will be a tremendous boost to our efforts to find a
permanent home for our Museum
and archives, which together tell the
story of the growth of American
popular music," Cahn said.
Bernstein said that the international competition is in English and
is open to any person from any country. .
The Hall of Fame, a division of
the National Academy of Popular
Music, was founded in 1968 by
songwriters Johnny Mercer and Abe
Olman with music publisher Howard
Richmond as a historical repository
of American popular music.
Among the items it has housed
are writing desks used by George Gershwin and Victor Herbert, Fats
Waller's piano and an archive that includes 50,000 pieces of sheet music,
800 piano rolls and 3,000 record
albums. Current members of the Hall
of Fame include such music makers
as Burt Bacharach, Irving Berlin,
Bob Dylan, Paul Simon, and Stevie
Wonder.
This year's inductees include
Neil Diamond, Henry Mancini, and
Billy Strayhorn.
The.New 'lor
i C pan~
is a joint venture between Sid Bernstein and The New York Land
(continued on page 6, column 3)

Feature
Update
"Barnum" auditioiB
Auditions for the Tony award
winning musical "Barnum," a
summer production at the
Idyllwild School of Music and the
Arts (lSOMAT A), will be held in
Arizona, New Mexico, Northern
and Southern California durlq
April and May. Anyone, 14 or
older, interested in trying out for a
lead role in the music should contact
Jack Wilson, Director
lSOMATA Music Theatre
Production
:30 Grant Street
Redlands, CA 92373
(714) 792-7566
For information about
tuition, scholarships, housing, or to
find out about other summer
workshops in the written, performance and visual arts, write or
call for a free catalog:
ISOAMATA, P.O. Box 38,
Idyllwild, CA 92349, (714) 6592171.

Solo performance
Professor George Buckbee,
Conservatory of Music, will appear as featured soloist on Saturday, April 28, at 8:15 p.m., with
the Camellia Symphony Orchestra
at the Hiram Johnson Auditorium
in Sacramento at 14th Ave. & 65th
St.

Dance concert

The Fourth Annual Spring
Dance Concert will be presented by
the Pacific Dance Ensemble at
University of the Pacific on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, April
26-28.
The National Dance Week
event will involve 8 p.m. performances each day in the Long
Theatre on the South Campus.
General admission will be $5 per
person.
For more information, COil=
tact the UOP Drama Department
at 946-2116.
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Dancers' Stage will perform
Stockton ~rea ballet fans will
ave :1 rare opt>ortunitv to view not three works at the Friday night perne, but four dance companies when formance: "Sketches on Chopin,"
he San· Joaquin Concert Ballet choreography by Yehuda Maor,
presents its Spring Ballet Festival on featuring pianist William Sorrensen;
"Sunflowers," music by Janacek,
pril 27 and 28.
Thh year's spring festival will choreography by Antony Tudor; and
feature Stockton's own San Joaquin "Etudes," music by Scriabin,
aBet, The Margaret Wingrove Dan- choreography by I gal Perry.
Established as the JoAnn Warers from San Jose, California, Concrt Dance Theatre from Montclair, ner Dance Arts Studio in 1955, ConCalifornia, and Dancers' Stage Com- cert Dance Theatre was formed 12
years ago as a performing vehicle for
pany of San Francisco.
According to Dorothy Percival, Montclair area dancers .
Concert Dance Theatre will perArtistic Director of the San Joaquin
Ballet, this year's spring festival will form "Cheers," music by Prokofiev,
e extremely exciting and will feature choreography by JoAnn Warner; and
performances to delight all audiences. "Perchance to Dream," music by
All performances will take place Boza, choreography by JoAnn Warat the Commodore Stockton Theatre, ner.
The final performance on Satur1326 North San Joaquin Street in
Stockton. Dancers' Stage will per- day evening 'Will be given by The
form at 8:00 p.m. on Friday, April Margaret Wingrove Dancers. The
27; Concert Dance Theatre, The dance company is a contemMargaret Wingrove Dancers, and the porary one that has been perSan Joaquin Ballet will dance on I forming in the Bay Area since 1981
Saturday, April 28. Saturday's per- I under the direction of Margaret
formance will begin at 8:00 p.m.
: Wingrove.
The company has presented
The San Joaquin Ballet will perform "Two Songs" and "Perpetual 1 formal concerts at San Jose City
Motion," both choreographed by College and the New Performance
Dorothy Percival, and "Gentle Gallery in San Francisco, as we11 as
Spirit," with choreography by performances with other companies.
Saturday night's performance
Tamara Gebhardt.
Founded in 1964, the San will include: "How to Capture a
music
by
Chopin,
Joaquin Ballet draws dancers from Dove,"
by
Margaret
throughout San Joaquin County. choreography
Since 1974, the Pacific Regional Wingrove; and "Amiable Ambler
Ballet Festival has selected the com- and His Yesterday Women," music
pany to dance as Honor Company on by William Ackerman, choreography
Night of the Association's An- by Margaret Wingrove.
Tickets for each performance are
Festival.
Dancers' Stage Company of San $12.50 for adults, and $5.50 for
Francisco was conceived by dancer students and seniors. Tickets can be
and choreographer Yehuda Maor, in purchased at the following Stockton
ccllaboration with former American locations: Ballet Box Office 466Ballet Theatre soloist Kristine Elliott. 1482, Maxwell's Bookmark 466-0194;
The company was formed to fill a Jack Hannah Music 957-3237, and
void that currently exists in the Bay Fine Wines of Stockton 478-2589.
Area between large ballet companies Discounts are available for groups of
ten or more.
and modern ensembles.

ew moVIe
By Dawn Polvorosa

ot
nearly
Golden as Hawn
IS n

Wing

EntertalameniEdllor

Swing Shift is a dull quasicomedy about all those "Rosie the
Riveters" that left their boring, sit-athome lifestyle to become the not-soglamorous industrial workers.
Goldie Hawn, as Kay, was the
focus of the film. Kurt Russell played

Fill in the words

the part of Lucky, a civilian left
behind due to a heart condition. Ed
Harris portrayed Kay's' unlucky
husband who goes off to war only to
.
·..
come back and find his lovely w11e
has been unfaithful
·
Swing Shift was seldom witty,
rarely action packed, never thought
provoking, and always redundant.
Something good can be said about the
acting, however. Goldie Hawn's
veteran acting ability shows through;
she
a very real portrayal of the

(continued from page 5)
CompaJty, a major real estate
dev~lopment company in New York
City which is developing Herald Center at One Herald Square opposite
Macy's and the Crown Building at
Fifth Avenue and 57th Street opposite Tiffany & Co., which will
House Paris' famed Castel Club. Sid
Bernstein introduced the Beatles, the
Rolling Stones, the Animals. the
Kinks, the Moody Blues, Abba, Laura
Nyro, Phoebe Snow, .and other major
groups in the United States.
The songwriting competition will
continue until December 31, 1984.
Lyric entries should be typed on a
separate sheet of paper and sent with
a $5 donation to the Songwriters Hall
of Fame Museum and a completed
Official Entry Form for each entry
to: 1984 International Songwriters
Competition, The National Academy
of Popular Music, · 29 West 57th
Street, 6th Floor, New York, New
York 10019. The official entry forms
are available in the "Foreign
Legions" albums and cassettes or
from The National Academy of
Popular Music.
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more active,
alive and have a
great looking
body without
the drudgery of
stenuous exercise along with
Lookin Greats
favorite diet
and you too can
shed unwanted
pounds, inches
and tighten,
tone and firm
up. Success is
also seen with
people who
have a difficult
time improving
certain areas
and with people
who cannot do
normal exercises due to
medical or
physical limitations. Lookin
Great can help
tone those
bulges into the
body you've
dreamed of.
$10.00 to try our
machine.

AI Pacific and March Lane

SEMEN
DONORS
WANTED
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If you wish to be

tl(iagen-Daz~

Muscle Toning
f

U.V.A. Tanning
Diet & Weight Control

Get a safe, effective, deep
golden tan in
our private
U.V.A. tanning
lounges. A deep
golden tan has
become an accepted sign 'of
beauty, vigor
and success.
Lookin Great
has over a years
experience in
safe, effective
tanning. If
you're going on
a ship or trip or
just want a
beautiful tan,
dqn't hesita
'
try our new exciting U.V.A.
tanning system.
Lookin Great
guarantees you
a beautiful tan.

THE THOUGHT OF
HOME FOR THE
....rr.o, ..T YOU SHOULD

Lookin Great

FOR DOCTORS

For More Info CaD

sacnftces an
umt ta~tons Wbt~
were brought on by thetr threaten..~
male co-workers. Swl~ Shift did ~n.,
- · t ddress these t'ssu
o.
thmg o a
es.
Certainly a movie does not ha
'bT
ve
the respons1 11ty to address an
issues, but Swi~g Shift attempted~
give a true-to-~1fe portrayal of life.
the '40's, and 1t left out the rnost 0~
vious parts. (courtesy of the Regency
Theatre)
••··

!

There are some experiences
that words just can't describe.

OFFICE

J-

. lifetime.
Aside from the ""l118t.
e.a•
t hetr
h

men.t~ t eredw~re .al.1s? Perso••t"
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Ice Cream
Lovers
Reioice!

INFERTILITY

h ewife Russell and
hum-:<frum odus uate .in their minor
Hams were a eq
roles.
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·, h 'R.'vet1
The story of Roste t e .
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ch potential that a vtewer
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as su
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Shift ren ttton.
. h h · to go
1940's were faced Wit ti~~~~ their
t? work fo~ ~he first.
that
8
lives. Desptte _the lidtal ~o~oman
needed to be dts~ e ea:=ment far
faced a persona a J~ to face in
beyond what they expec

Arbor Square Center
108-C Turner Rd.
Lodi, Ca

957-7056

Hammer Ranch Center
7616 Pacific Ave., SuiteA4

Stockton, Ca

369-3669

474-3669

w
Bright
.
•tude ' art•culate, e
nts for the follow
• Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE•
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

• Opportunity to make. up
missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

TRY OUR SPRING
SPECIALS

I!!PJII~

WENOWCARRYGELATO

~-H

(italian ice cream)

lUIPIAN

"BUDS" lee Cream from
San Franci11co

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Sandwiches
Soups-Salads· Meats
Cheeses·Deli

~~

Outlldl N.Y. llt1lta
CAU TIU IIU 100-223-1712

-6

(while supply lasts)
Offer good only 4/24/ 84

$2.70

For lolormetloo AIIOift Otlltr c.nw.

Breakfut Serv~>d 8:00-II:OOam

Sidewalk Sale Special •
April 28th, 1984
Italian Sub & Pepsi $1.50

(916) 753-4800
204 F Street
DAVIS 95616

-;...q,v;,...q. .,g--o ...:;,..Q..Q~~~~~ ~

~

ROSE PHARMAcvCostume Rentals
for all occasions
sales of theatrical malrP-up
and costume accessories

1926 Pacific Ave. Stockton, 466-890t

~

J

~
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students win ACRSaWa d."·
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Q DDS 'A ND E.NOS
Greek man/woman of year awards
(continuedjrompage 1)
average OPA of 3.0, with 2Stfa of
their membership achieving a 3.S or
better. Ann Heinsen, who accepted
the award, said, "This is unexpected,
but we're very pleased -and very
proud., Chapter president Cyndi
Privett said "We're very honored to
have won the award, especially in
light of the fact that all the other
houses have made such outstandina
contributions to the campus.,

Kappa Alpha Theta.
Karas, who received his honor
while serving the last day of his term
as Archania president, said, "I'm very
excited. I'm kind of surprised, in a
way, because the other two gentlemen
were very qualified. The Greek
system has probably been the best
part of my college life." Don An~ot
ti, from Omega Phi Alpha, and John
Wayland, from Sigma Alpha Epsilon, were the other nominees for
Greek Man of the Year.
Del Rey, a senior majoring in
Thornnlll presented the award to
chemistry, said she was "very excited Davis, who received a standing
and very, very proud" about being ovation and said, "I hope that the
chosen as Greek Woman of the Year. Greek system will continue to conThe other candidates were Lisa tribute to the University all the marDemadura, from Alpha Chi Omega, velous things that It has contributed
Cheryl Tollefson, from Delta Delta . during the 31 years I have worked
Delta, and Debbie Neuman. from with them."

18 .Ice Creams
SOUPS-CHIU-SANDWICHES
~~-----~---
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BIC OLAF.I
OT FUDG&I ·

Happy Hour 4-7 p.m. Mon-Fri

SUNDAE]

$145 ·. I
(Reg 52.101

Beer . 75
Well Drinks $1 . 00

16" LARGE PIZZA
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THE THOUGHT OF DRAGGING ALL THAT
HOME FOR 1HE SUMMER IS UNBECOMING
YOU SHOULD BE COMING TO US

TU
"-DO
JUMCTIOM .

2301 Pacific Ave. , Stockton, CA
(209) 943-2348

Make a
before you say
~

JIM HODGE YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
funny how you always seem to go home with more than what you left with.
it's not funny trying to get all of that stuff back home. We at Bekins
teilize that summer relocation can cause more trouble than a take-home final
That's why we offer you convenient and inexpensive summer storage.
of loading everything into the family car, simply leave it with your
Bekins Moving and Storage Agent, who is only two miles away from
.-wous. We'll give you a warehouse receipt for the goods you deposit and all
to do is pick them up next semester. Just give us a call.
734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton, California 95201
(Adjacent to the 1-5 Freeway and the Stockton Deep Water Channel)

r .Ranch Center
ific Ave., SuiteA4
St ·kton, Ca

fiV

Please Phone 943-MOVE

.~~em

For all those things you want, b,

74-3669
WANTED:
Bright, articulate, enthusiastic, responsible
atudents for the following positions-(;

1 . Campus Tour Guides
2. University Host/Hostess

The 1851 Council, the Admissions Office seeks

R sPRING
IALS

volunteers for the 1984-1985 Academic Year.
For mor~ information come .to the Admissions
Office. A• soon as possible, ·
· Be~ome in~olved in the recruitment of prospectave UOP
atudents. Gain valuable communication skills.
I.

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and·money next term.
This year, don't leave ~or home
without your phone. Buy 1t before summer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class.
.
To buy the phone you're leasmg,
just call AT&T Consumer Sales.~
Service's toll-free number. Or VlSlt
VOLUNTEER TODAy

any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us
before you say goodbye. Then unplug
your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

ATaaT

1-800-555·8111
Call this toll-free number 24 hours a day.

C l!lM . AT&T lnfnrmaii<Hl S)•t•m•

.
W
'd epa~r •ervice for all telephones sold ILl nil AT&IT Phone Centers. Only telephones equipped with touch·tonealalinl ean acceaa certain long distance services and nctwurks.
All telephones are FCC reg•stered. ~pro" e r

Stoekton

4950 Pacific Circle
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ROsselli Tigers fall to cellar
Raps
By Kevin Messenger
Staff Writer

By Dave Rosselli
Sparta Editor

Academics the

problem

It is only appropriate that in this final issue of the 1984 Paclflcan,
and in my final column as Sports Editor here at Pacific, I reflect back at
this most interesting year here on the campus of UOP.
I would like to start out by saying that I do not profess to be the
most knowledgeable sportsman on campus, able to solve any mishap or
problem that may occur in our small, but unique, sportsworld. I do fC:Cl,
however, that through this article as with others in !he p~st, I am sh~mg
my experiences and evaluations based on the relationships and dealmgs
that I have had with both the administrators in the athletic department as
well as in the academic offices.
To say the least this has been a year filled with excitement, confusion, and finally frustration. I would be a liar if I said that this has ll;Ot
been an exciting year for me. Excitement from the very first football VICtory up in Eugene, Oregon, to the last second thriller down in San Jose
St. Excitement in the jam-packed A.G. Spanos Center for the final match of the 1983 Wendy's Classic. Excitement watching our nationally
ranked women's softball team continuing to dominate opponents. Indeed all very rewarding experiences for me this year. The most puzzling
feelings, however, are those of frustration and confu.sion.
This 1983-84 sports year. although very rewarding\ has been one of
the most frustrating J have yet to experience. I never would have
imagined that in one year I could run across so many controversies,
misunderstandings and overall turmoil within one body of administrators and faculty (athletic and academic).
Beginning with the problems of the Pacificn soccer team under the
reign of Bruce Spaulding and the watchful eye of Andre Paris to the controv ersy surrounding Tom O'Neill and his 3-27 basketball troops. I'm
not simply trying to say that the Pacific athletic department has taken a
nose dive in 1984, there are definitely programs within the department
that are solid. What I am saying is that the lack of proper communication and organization is pretty staggering. The department is still
in search of a new athletic director nearly 4\li months after Elkin "Ike"
Isaac's resignation. For a department with a lot of decisions to make in
regards to next year (1985), this time gap simply is not helping matters.
Again, I want to stress that these are evaluations that can only make
after being associated with the program. Unfortunately, I have no basis
for comparison with other universities, these problems could very well go
on anywhere. I will say this, though, the problems that the athletic department is experiencing, in my opinion, are much more deeply routed.
Looking back at our institution over the past several years, this
university has developed some serious problems. A major fall-off in
enrollment, a seriously depleted communication department ~ong
others, an inadequate library system, skyrocketing tuition and ultimately
a vote of "No confidence" in President Stan McCaffrey this past year. If
we are to put things into perspective we could obviously see that these
problems in particular should be the ones given close attention. But yet,
attention and energy continues to go elsewhere.
I personally feel that there is no way to separate athletics and
academics at this institution. If we truly take pride in the fact that
academics is number one at UOP, then we certainly wouldn't want to
separate the two. lt seems, however, that this separation is excatly what
is happening. How in the world are we going to solve our athletic
problems when we still ha-.:e serious problems academically.
Pacific has a study body of somewhere around 4,000 students. This
is by no means a large university like Berkeley or Stanford. Maybe those
two schools (Berkeley - 60,000) could. survive adequately with their
athletic department operating somewhat independently from the rest of
the school. In a sense, Berkeley operates that way now. However, they
can afford to with 60,000 students roaming the campus. UOP is a different story, this school's number one priority must be academics. The
big question for the administration is whether or not this is true.
I sincerely believe that at this institution athletics and academics
should go hand in hand, and unfortunately this is not happening. I was
accepted to Pacific in the fall of 1981 and during that time was very excited about entering what I believed was a very reputable communications department. I still feel that the department has some excellent things to offer, but in the past three years I've seen serious
depletions. These are the problems I would like to see resolved and in
doing so, expect to see a much stronger institution as a whole which I feel
will strengthen an athletic department with a whole lot of potential.
In closing, I would just like to say that I have enjoyed working on
The Paclflcan staff and wish your new Sports Editor Rob Reed all the
best and look forward to continued relations with the athletic department and the great group of people that work under that roof.

University of the Pacific's men's
baseball team has fallen on hard
times lately as the Tigers have lost ten
of their last 13 games including fourin-a-row and a brutal, 18-3 beating at
the hands of Fresno State last Wednesday night. Since losing two-outof-three in a weekend series at
Nevada-Reno, the Tigers have been
swept
in
two
consecutive
doubleheaders (vs. Santa Clara on
Tuesday and Fresno St. on Wednesday) to put their overall mark at
22-31-1 and their conference ledger at
7-15. The Tigers' NCBA record drops
them behind USF's 7-13 record for
the seventh and last position in the
NCBA race. To add insult to .injury,
the Tigers will set the all-time UOP
mark for losses in a single season with
two more losses this season. The
current record is 32 losses set in 1982

when the Tigers finished 20-32.
Pacific's woes stem primarily
from their inability to hit and score
runs. A better than average pitching
staff has kept the Tigers close in
many games, but the Tigers' bats
claim only a .246 overall batting
average and only .224 in the NCBA.
In their last four games, the Tigers
have scored only six runs on 16 hits
for a paltry .145 average (16-110).
The pitching staff on the other
hand, with the exception of the 18-3
loss to Fresno, has done a fine job in
keeping opposing hitters in line.
Dating back to the Reno series, and
excluding the rout in Fresno, Tiger
pitchers have a 3.00 team ERA. Since
the Reno series, the same Tiger
hurlers hold claim to a 2.45 ERA,
giving up only six earned runs in 22
innings (again, leaving out the first
game at Fresno). On two occasions,
Tiger pitchers have gone the distance
·without giving up a single earned run.

..,

Head coach Bob Cope prepares his team for Saturday's Alumni ~ontest
Photo by Mtlce Conroy
at2p.m.

Crew team ·.continues incredible season pace
By Lisa Schwartz
Staff Writer

On April 14, the heavy weight
novice crew team, whi~h consists of
coxswain Marilyn Berbano, Ken Garber, Scott McGregor, Richard Lo and
Steve Annecone, won a spectacular
race. Due to a conflict with racing

h

almost overboard but luckily only in.
to the lap of Scott McGregor behind
him. After a delay of approximately
10-12 seconds, Matt got back into his
seat and they began again. As UOP
caught up to Cal Miratime, again Cal
Miratime's unexperienced coxswain
started to run UOP off the. course.
Luckily, there was no collision this
time. As the boats approached the
1000 meter mark, UOP had Passed
Cal Miratime alld was adjacent to
Humboldt. The power of UOP was
too strong for Humboldt, for UOP
crossed the finished line winning by
tw boat lengths. Unfortunately, there
were no times for this race and
because of the earlier conflicts the
heavyweight varsity team did not
race.
The next weekend, UOP traveled
to Eureka and raced against St.
Mary's and Humboldt. Again the
novice team did a fantastic job and
won by a boat length over Humboldt.
UOP had a time of six minutes and 29
seconds, which was the fastest time of
the day. Humboldt finished the race
two seconds behind UOP.

locations and racing schedules, Ken
The heavy weight varsity team,
which consists of coxswain Lisa SchGarber, strokeman, was unable to
race and was substituted by Matt wartz, Mark Nilsen, Todd BuckeDHomes, which forced the team to dorf, Peter Candy and John Sanrace at the varsity level.
·
dsrom, went up against some very
The race began with Humboldt tough competition. St. Mary's varsity
in the far left lane, Cal Miratime in . finished third in the Western Sprints
the middle and UOP to their right. As last year. After a very close race, St.
Marilyn iust finished countin2 out the
Mary's won by three boat lengths,
- followed by Humboldt and then two
seconds later UOP.
On May 2, the crew team will be
out in the University Center Patio
with their boat, giving information
and holding sign-ups for next year.
Also, everybody is encouraged to
come out and join them on May 5 at
Buckley's Cove as they host their first
Four Man Regata. Events start at
9:00a.m. and will be between UOP,
St. Mary's, Humboldt, and possibly
USF and Davis. Come out and give
.
them all of your support.
start power twenty, Cal Miratime's
coxswain began to steer his boat into
UOP. Unfortunately, his boat starboard man hit UOP's stern port
man's oar. Matt's oar hit him in the
chest, knocking him out of his seat

~ Domino's
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·"~ America knows Domino's

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce

Pizza We've earned our
reputation by delivering
hot, custom-made pizzas
in 30 minutes or less to
homes all across the
country.

Pizza
Delivers™

g~;;~l6iHM
12" cheese $4.80
16" cheese $6.95

We use only the freshest
ingredients and 100%
real dairy cheese.

Price DestroyerN
Limited portions of 9
items for the price of 5
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Black Olives, Ground
Beef, Onions, Sausage,
Green Peppers, Ham,
and Extra Cheese
1 2" Price Destroyer·· $ 9.05
16" Price Destroyer'" $13.20

We promise free delivery
and fast 30 minute
service to your door. All
you have to do is call!

®

~

And when we promise:
Domino's Pizza Delivers.

N

Call us.
952·6464
4343 Pacific Ave.

Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Black Olives, Onions,
Green Peppers, Ground
Beef, Sausage, Ham,
Pineapple, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick Crust

Hours:
4:30pm·1 :OOam Sun.· Thurs.
4:30pm· 2:00am Fri. & Sat

Coke®/16oz. bottle/$ .65

Umited delivery area.
·Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.
" 1984 Domino's Ptz.za, Inc.

r-------------,

:I $, 50
Call Days, Eves & Weekends

DAVIS (916) 753-4800
204 F Street 95616
Permanent Centers In Mole Than 115 Major U.S. Cities I Alnltl

For mlorma110111llout oilier tentm
OUTSIDE N.Y.
CALL TOLL FREE
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ordered with double cheese.
One coupon per pizza
Expires: S/31/84

1I

Fast, Free DeliveryN

952·6464

4343 Pacific Ave.
®
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A BRAND NEW CAR
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NO PRIOR ESTABLISHED CREDIT REQUIRED!!+
EASY FINANCE PLAN!!
PA~S WITH DETAILS AVAILABLE

AT UC N=O BOOTH AN> ASUOP
ASK FOR DEBORAH VALENTO OR LEW HARVEY
AT BIG VAllE'f FORD, STANSLAUS & MN:R
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and meeting quarters and will be
located on the first' floor of the
Department of Physical Education
and Recreation, where construction
has already begun.
John Cechini, a 1937 Pacific
graduate and retired Superior Court
Judge in Stockton, is chairman of the
committee that seeks to raise $35,000
for the project .
Cechini, .who captained the 1936
team coached by Stagg, said the captains of each team Stagg coached will
lead the fund raising efforts among
the football players the legendary
coach directed during his years at
UOP.
"It is our intention that this will be
a permanent memorial to Stagg and a
reminder of his contributions to intercollegiate athletics," said Cechiru .
"We feel that many athletes who
benefited from the experience of
playing for Coach Stagg will want to
participate."
Contributors to the project will
recdve recognition within the Center,
and those who are interested should
contact Cechini or the UOP
Development office .

A 15 year coach, "The father of Modern Football, "Amos Alonzo Stagg.

Pacific golf staggers into Tourney
Today, Pacific golf tees up in the
second round of the Arizona State
Sun Devil Invitational in Phoenix.
This tournament is very important in
the Tigers' quest for a bid to the
NCAA Championship especially after their mediocre and poor performances over the last two weeks .
UOP had a firm hold on a bid
going into the Fresno Classic, April
13 and 14, and the Western Intercollegiate, April 17 through 19, but
the situation changed dramati~ally .
After months of poor play,
Fresno State brought themselves into
contention for an NCAA bid bv winning their own tournament, firing 14
under par for the 54 notes to edge
UCLA by five shots. The Bulldogs'
performance was paced by Eric
Peterson's second place finish at nine
under par, one shot behind USC's
Sam Randolph, and Curtis Jones'
third place finish at eight under par.
Pacific finished a mediocre

seventh with four higher ranked
teams beating the Tigers. Fresno and
San Jose were the two lesser ranked
teams to defeat the Tigers.
Pacific was paced by Ken Earle
taking sixth at three under. Following
Earle in eleventh was teammate Brad
Penfold at two under par, his lowest
collegiate score .
Disaster befell UOP at the
Western Intercollegiate in Santa Cruz
as wind, rain and tough pin positions
took their toll on every Tiger.
San Jose dominated the competition winning the team title by 33
shots over UCLA. Three Spartans
placed in the top five: Grant Barnes
won by one shot over teammate Dan
Coughlin with Carl Lundquist in
fifth.
Pacific finished in twelfth. Ken
Earle, despite a third round of 78,
finished ninth. Everyone important
to Pacific's NCAA hopes beat tbem.
Six teams represent Pacific's

district in the NCAA Championship.
Four places are pretty much locked
by USC, UCLA, San Jose and
Arizona State. Pacific, Stanford,
Arizona, and Fresno all have a ·
chance to take the remaining spots.
Therefore, Pacific is competing in
two tournaments in Arizona: one
against the whole field, and one against ·
Stanford, Arizona, and Fresno .
Fresno will host the tmal tournament of the season: the PCAA
Championship. A victory there sends ·
the victor to the NCAA Champion- .
ship.
NOTES: Padflc scores In Fresno: Ken Earlf
71-73-69-213; Brad Penfold 73-71-70-214; Jeff .
Wilson 76-74-71-222; Kevin Coombs 74-73-76223; Mark Sear 73-75-76-224; Jeff Brehaut 7878-81-237. Padflc scores at the Western: Ken
Earle 74-73-78-325; Mark Sur 78·81-78-237;
Jtlf Wilson 85-79-73-237; Kevin Coombs 84- •
81-17-242; Bmd Penfold 81-77~·244; Todd,
Banotll81·86-81-248.

CASH PAID
FOR YOUR
USED

.65

TEXTBOOKS

University Center Patio

F/N}a1LS WEEK
7th- 11th

May

9:00a.m~

-University Book Store
Uol•onltr C.oter • Stockton, CA 95211 • (2091 946-1329

Students

must show

I. D.

- 4:00p.m.
to sell back books
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GET· LUCKY WITH LUIGI

------~----,

LADIES NIGHT -Every Wednesday night from 7-10 pm,
75¢ Margaritas for the ladies. Prize
drawings throughout the evening.
-For the lat~ night studiers ...
pitchers of beer 10 pm-close. Free pizza
11 pm-close.

THIRSTY THURSDAYS
P<11' HU-• ' ~>Jt>S ¥-f
~ ~~(A<.C:I 11)

SUNDAY NIGHT MAGIC
BY JOHN5:30-8:30 every Sunday night
UOP SECRETARIES WEEK- Don't forget ... U.O.P

It's Secretaries week from April23-27 . . ·

2381 March Ln. Stockton, Ca. 952-2142

Seer t . .
e aries.··

